
As we come to terms with the changes brought about by our caring responsibilities, we

develop different coping strategies and begin to make adjustments for the sake of our

loved ones (children, parents, husband/wife, friends, relations and so on). We

recognise the need to modify our own dreams and ambitions, and in some cases give

them up completely.

I started off on this journey without any idea what it means to be a ‘parent carer’; and in

the face of my new reality my ‘pre-planned’ life and identity literally fizzled within a

space of 3 months! What’s more, there was no chance to even pause and reflect on

the changes or the implications of the new routine- hospital appointments, meetings,

therapies, and, in some cases, emergencies bordering on issues of life or death for our

daughter.

Now 10 years on, I have realised that these issues remain as ‘elephant in the room’

through the years and they are potential dangers to our general wellbeing as carers if

they are not addressed. While we are experts on our children/ward, we also need to

give ourselves the liberty to give expressions to who we really are aside our roles as

‘mums/dads’ or ‘carers’. This is what has led to the development of ‘PROJECT ME’.

Project Me aims to support carers to find fulfilment and purpose in our caring roles;

and to push beyond boundaries for ourselves!

Project Me will therefore:

give us the courage to let go,

set our minds free to dream again,

get us the encouragement we need to pursue the dreams we already have,

be the liberation from ‘guilt’ of personal success or achievement,

give opportunities for us to learn from and support one another,

I am excited about PROJECT ME…and I hope you will be too! 
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